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 1 Whole document 1667 / 202 /  / Comment acknowledged. None.None.General comment: The 

essential character of the 

three Charlton Kings 

Conservation Areas must be 

maintained, which includes 

carrying out repair work to 

maintain the character.

 2 Report Sustainability 

Appraisal Report

1702 / 371 / 69 

/ 

Comment acknowledged. None.Supporting statement: We 

welcome the Sustainability 

reports and are also pleased 

that you have incorporated 

some of our comments and 

proposals.

 3 Report Sustainability 

Appraisal Report

1707 / 371 / 69 

/ 

This issue is beyond the 

scope of this SPD.

None.We would therefore 

recommend that you 

review your comments in 

boxes 4 and 5 on page 

38 of the report.

General comment: Although 

some of our comments 

relate to the indicators for 

water quality (Table 7A & 

Appendix 2) other comments 

relate to surface water 

run-off. The Strategic Flood 

Risk Assessment (SFRA) 

does not provide information 

on water quality as 

mentioned in your comments 

in box 5.

 4 Report Sustainability 

Appraisal Report

1712 / 371 / 69 

/ 

These issues are beyond the 

scope of this SPD, however, 

the data will be added to 

future Scoping Reports on 

the appraisal of documents 

that can influence this issue 

such as that for the Joint 

Core Strategy.

None.Clarify which future 

scoping reports you refer 

to in Table 13.

General comment: In your 

response to some of our 

previous comments, you 

have highlighted that some 

recommended indicators 

would be added to future 

scoping reports. We 

understand you have 

submitted the final version of 

the SEA/SA reports and we 
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would therefore welcome 

further explanation of which 

future reports you refer to.

 5 Report Sustainability 

Appraisal Report

1717 / 371 / 69 

/ 

Comments acknowledged 

and agreed. The 

sustainability issue 'Car 

ownership' has been placed 

under the "Water" theme in 

error.

The sustainability 

issue 'Car ownership' will 

be placed under the 

"Transport" theme which 

will be added in to rectify 

this.

Remove 'Car ownership' 

from the "Water" theme.

General comment: In Table 

10 (Derivation of 

Sustainability Objectives) the 

sustainability issue 'Car 

ownership' might have been 

added in the "Water" theme 

by mistake.

 6 Report Sustainability 

Appraisal Report

1740 / 510 / 

153 / 

Comments acknowledged 

and support welcomed.  

None.Supporting statement: All of 

the SPDs (Sustainability 

Appraisal reports) stress the 

importance of green spaces, 

stating that 'It is hoped that 

they may retain, create and 

enhance open spaces for 

recreation and sport to 

improve wellbeing.' Health is 

another priority, as they 

'Hope to improve mental and 

physical health and 

wellbeing and reduce 

inequalities.' We welcome 

this approach as potentially 

contributing to reducing 

health inequalities and 

reducing obesity.
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